SMARTVAC HYDROVAC
Non-Code Single Axle
Smart Tank Combined Water & Debris

Smart Controls + Wireless Remote
(minimize operator error and prevents component damage)

(shorter truck for better
maneuverability, no need to
lift the tank to empty
debris - typical dump
in under 10
minutes)

Ultra Quiet Operation
(runs at 84 dBA where the
operator stands)

Adaptive Boom Control
(for precise placement and speed control - 100% hydraulic)

Aluminum Van Body and Components
(makes the unit extremely light for bigger payloads)

One Touch Winterization
(with a touch of a button automatically winterize the unit with glycol)

Bigger Payloads - under legal road weight
even when tank is fully loaded
Brandt is proud to offer Camex SmartVac hydrovac trucks; ideal for municipal and
city contractors. Smartvac can be installed on most single-axle chassis, making it the
perfect solution for contractors that work in tight urban spaces, delivering fast and
efficient non-destructive excavation using pressurized water and a powerful vacuum
to quickly and safely expose buried pipes and cables. Ideal for daylighting, trenching,
pole and pylon holes.
A waterproof touch screen interface and wireless remote controller provide the
operator with unsurpassed finger-tip control of water pressure, boom suction and
boom positioning. Built in safety shut-offs prevent overfilling the tank and damage
to vital components.

The Camex Smartvac has been designed from
the ground up to be the most advanced
hydrovac on the market today

Welcome to the future of Hydrovac technology
The combined 1100 gallon water and 8 cubic yard debris carbon steel tank
features a hydraulic open/close/latch emptying door - the sloped floor ensures
quick easy emptying of debris and a float valve for automatic shutoff for a full
tank. The water compartment features 4 bubble style sight glass level indicators.
The vacuum system utilizes a 3200 cfm hydraulic blower with a 6” boom hose.
The water system uses a 3000 psi hydraulic pump and 100 foot hose reel with
electric rewind. An optional sewer flushing system features a removable sewer
jetting reel c/w 500 feet of 3/4 inch flushing line.

F L EXI B LE SO LU TI O NS
For more information:
Call us at 1-780-955-2770
Fax us at 1-780-955-3735
Or visit us at www.camex.com

We have the INVENTORY and the means to get you up and running... On Your Terms.
Brandt Truck Rigging & Trailers
1806 2 Street
Nisku, AB, Canada
T9E 0W8

